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FOREWORD 
 

Welcome to this Learning Resource for Music. 

This Learning Resource was developed by experts from the National Commission for 
Culture and the Arts as a reference to aid you in developing rich, meaningful, and 
empowering learning in the creative fields. Every effort has been exerted to produce a Self-
Learning Learning Resource that incorporates the most fundamental elements and 
principles of each discipline, while providing a spiraled, scaffolded, and multi-sensory 
approach to allow you to explore your innate creativity while building discipline and rigor in 
your chosen discipline. 

Each lecture, activity, or reflection here is designed to be meaningful. Each one designed 
to build from the previous one, and each one with the objective of building up for the next 
skill or competence. We hope that you will find these activities challenging but empowering, 
and that your potential as a Filipino artist and Creative is further enhanced and inspired. 

These Learning Resources take into consideration the various limitations and challenges 
brought about by the current situation and provide you with the flexibility to manage content 
and pace to your individual needs while maintaining standards for creativity, embodying 21st 
Century skills, and aspiring towards artistic excellence. Beyond compilations of dry 
information, these Learning Resources seek to develop Higher Order Thinking Skills of 
Analysis, Evaluation, and Creation. 

If you are planning to use this Resource as a facilitator or teacher, you are expected to 
guide and orient your learners in the proper and efficient use of this Learning Resource. 
Most, if not all activities, will entail exploration, investigation, and experimentation, as such it 
is imperative that you, as the facilitator, establish the guidelines which will allow your 
students to be creative but within responsible, safe, and academically-sound limits. Your 
guidance and mentorship is expected and encouraged throughout the learning process. 

 
We look forward to your journey as an artist, MABUHAY



INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
 

 
 
Snatched from the cradle of historical infancy, raised in a convent for 333 years, set free in 
Hollywood for almost 50 years and imprisoned for 3 harrowing years. Throw in three wars or four 
and so many revolts and uprisings. This in a nutshell is the history of the Philippines. As the tides 
of Philippine history ebbed and flowed, so did the ways of its people. Finally free in 1946, what 
have the Filipinos become? What, if any, did the Filipinos remember of themselves? 

 
In this Learning Resource, we will continue studying Philippine music as it developed at the advent 
of independence up to the present. We will listen and perform music of different kinds and forms 
that in one way or another contribute to what we have now become as Filipinos. 

 
At the end of this Learning Resource, you will be able to: 

1. compare and contrast the different music genre of the period even as these continue to 
evolve; 

 
2. evaluate music forms and appraise their value in the emergence of a Filipino musical 

identity; 
 

3. perform different genres of music from the period. 
 
 

This Learning Resource may be used for and is applicable to DepEd Code  
 
SPA_MPIP10--Ia-1. 



 

PHILIPPINES: The Music of a Free Nation 
From Liberation to the Present 

 
HISTORICAL SETTING 

Japanese Occupation of the Philippines began on December 8, 1941. It was bravely resisted by 
freedom-loving Filipinos and the American forces. However, by December 24, 1941, General 
Douglas MacArthur ordered the Philippine Commonwealth officials and their families to retreat to 
Corregidor Island. 

On March 11, 1942, they left Corregidor to travel through sea corridors to Mindanao aboard PT 
boats. They reached Mindanao after 2 days and travelled to Australia aboard Boeing C-13 Flying 
Fortresses. There MacArthur dropped his famous line, “I came through and I shall return.” This 
marked the end of American occupation of the Philippines and the beginning of the Japanese 
regime. 

With MacArthur was an ailing Philippine Commonwealth President Manuel L. Quezon, Vice 
President Sergio H. Osmeña, and their families, as well as some American officials.. 

The Philippines would be held hostage by yet another nation, its music stilled and its people 
silenced. Revolutionary forces would be reduced to guerilla tactics and run the risk of exposure 
at the hands of their fellow Filipinos. Despite the difficulties, the fervor for liberty remained in the 
hope that one day the Philippines will be liberated by its benevolent colonizer. 

On October 20, 1944, MacArthur and his team landed in the waters of Palo, Leyte to fulfill his 
promise. He was followed by Vice President Sergio H. Osmeña, President Quezon having passed 
away from sickness in New York City, USA. 

 



What followed was a fierce battle waged by Filipino guerillas and newly-landed American soldiers 
against the retreating Japanese forces. As the Japanese soldiers kept up the fight and held on, 
they unleashed a blitzkrieg of cruelty, burning houses, destroying property, killing men, women, 
and children indiscriminately, inflicting as much destruction and pain and leaving in their path a 
rubble of towns, cities, and lives. 

The fate of the weary nation and the end of war would be knolled in the halls of power when Japan 
was dealt the fatal blow. America, Great Britain, and Canada agreed to bring down Japan to its 
knees through a nuclear attack. The B-29 bomber Enola Gay dropped an atomic bomb in 
Hiroshima on August 6, 1945. Three days later, B-29 bomber Bockscar dropped another atomic 
bomb in Nagasaki. The two attacks killed between 129,000 to more than 200,000 people, mostly 
ordinary people and left many more wounded or badly impaired by the explosion and the radiation 
it unleashed. On September 2, 1945, Japan finally surrendered. 

 

The three years of Japanese occupation and the horror by which it ended left an indelible mark 
in the psyche of the Filipino people but with grit and determination, the Filipinos rose from the 
ashes of war. 

One of the first actions of President Osmeña was to open the schools. However, many school 
buildings were destroyed during the war, school equipment and materials broken or burned. Some 
old books, including Philippine Music Horizon series, resurfaced from where people hid them. 

The Manila Symphony Orchestra was reorganized by Dr. Herbert Zipper immediately after the 
war when its members returned from fighting as guerillas or from protecting their families. Prof. 
Bernardino Custodio and Col. Antonino Buenaventura were taken in as associate conductors. In 
May 1945, they gave their first concert in Manila for the Filipino and American troops and the 



Manileños. It was held at the ruins of Sta. Cruz Church since the Manila Metropolitan Theatre was 
in more dire state having suffered in the heavy bombing of the city. 

 

From Pressreader.com 
 

Filipino musicians performed at army camps, toured provinces, and made the rounds of hospitals 
to bring hope, solace, and entertainment to the tired and the wounded. Among the more well- 
known performers of the time were violinist Ramon Tapales, opera and radio stars Lourdes 
Corrales de Ramon de Razon and Serafin Garcia, and pianists Carolina Monserrat and Julio 
Esteban Anguita. 

By 1946, more music performances were mounted including the festival of songs and dances at 
the University of Santo Tomas and the production of Verdi’s La Traviata by the National Opera 
Company under the baton of Prof. Hilarion Rubio. 

In 1951, President Quirino, second president of the Third Philippine Republic, declared December 
10-16 as Golden Jubilee commemorating 50 years of the establishment of the Philippine 
Educational System. It was celebrated by music festivals nationwide that featured folk and 
composed music of the Philippines and the nations of the world. 

By 1952, private conservatories and music schools flourished. They offered cultural and 
professional courses with competent faculties made up mostly of Filipinos and some American 
and European teachers. Opera seasons would resume. Bands continued that there were in 
Manila alone, seven university bands and nine college bands. The Philippine Army Band led and 
conducted by Major Antonio Buenaventura retained its popularity and well-deserved reputation 
as the band to beat. The Manila Symphony Orchestra, the Filipino Youth Symphony Orchestra, 
the U.P. Symphony Orchestra, and the Manila Concert Orchestra performed standard concert 
repertoire and compositions of Filipinos 



 
From Pinterest Philippines 

 
 

The push for music education resurged with Filipinos pursuing further education in the United 
States. Petrona Ramos, Philippine Supervisor for Music visited schools and colleges in the U.S. 
Miss Corazon Maceda faculty of Philippine Normal College received her Master’s in Music 
Education from Eastman School of Music (NY) in 1948. Mrs. Candida Bautista HS supervisor for 
music attended the MENC meeting in 1948 in St. Louis, Missouri. Mrs. Francisca Tolentino Aquino 
honorary doctorate from Boston University in 1949 for her pioneering research on Philippine folk 
dance. Mrs, Margaret Shea, FEU faculty, earned her masters in physical education and folk 
dancing at the Sargent School of Boston University in 1951. Jose Mossesgeld Santiago won the 
Caruso Scholarship to study in Italy and headed of his own conservatory and produced operas. 

In a short span of seven years, music life in the Philippines was slowly being rehabilitated. 

By the time the Philippines gained its independence from the United States, the Filipinos have 
already produced and staged an original opera. Vinyl record reached the Philippines as early as 
the 1880s and was even mentioned by Dr. Jose Rizal in his novel Noli Me Tangere in the chapter 
where he likened the education of the Filipino children to that of the repetitious way the records 
were played. Radio broadcasting introduced in 1922 was in full blast with advertising on-air having 
begun in 1939. 



In the 1940s, young people liberated from foreign regimes found freedom of expression and the 
opportunity for more social interaction in American dance. Danceable tunes like rhumba and 
cha-cha were performed by orchestras and combos that were in vogue and even recorded. 

The Hispanic sarsuwela which has been supplanted by the American bodabil continued to be 
shown after the war in small theatres and in out-of-town productions. Lou Salvador Sr. was the 
most successful producer of the bodabil and he discovered many talents among them singers 
Pepe Pimentel and Eddie Peregrina. Other singers who would become well-known also cut their 
teeth in the bodabil gaining experience in production and performance. While most of the 
performers of the bodabil were Filipinos, the form was a showcase of American songs and dances 
with a sprinkling of comedy sketches that aimed primarily to entertain. Such format would become 
a formula for future shows on television such as “That’s Entertainment,” produced by bodabil 
veteran German Moreno in the 1980s. 

 
 

PHILIPPINE FOLK AND POPULAR SONGS 

Filipino folk songs, the haranas, and the kundiman continued to thrive in the regions. Ruben 
Tagalog, Visayan actor and singer started his career even before the Japanese occupation. He 
hosted his own show entitled Harana ni Ruben Tagalog over the radio and became famous for 
singing the likes of O Ilaw, Sayang, Azucena, and Nasaan Ka Ngayon. He revived danzas and 
balitaws like Ang Barong Tagalog, Nahan Kaya Ikaw, Bakit Ka Lumuluha, Dalagang Pilipina, 
and Caprichosa. He was the first artist to record the nationalistic song Bayan Ko by Constancio 
de Guzman and Philippine carol Ang Pasko ay Sumapit.. He also founded the Mabuhay Singers. 

 

From Carousell Philippines 

 

However, Western culture brought by American colonization has gained more than a foothold in 
the minds of the public. Television shows were introduced locally in 1953 and televisions started 
local manufacturing in 1955 to answer the growing demand for the new technology. 

Radio programming became entertainment-oriented and was filled with American productions 
including pre-taped American series. Advertising ensured the flow of funds into related industries. 
Record production aimed at generating more sales for artists and producers raised the stakes in 
the growing entertainment business. 



Some of the more popular artists of this time were Pilita Corrales and Diomededs Maturan. Pilita 
Corrales became the first woman to make the Australian pop charts with a local recording and 
also the first Filipino balladeer to have a show series in Las Vegas, Nevada. Diomedes Maturan, 
a baritone balladeer, became well-known by winning the popular singing competition "Tawag Ng 
Tanghalan" for his song "Rose Tattoo" in 1957. 

From Cyberspaceandtime.com From Alchetron.com 

 

The measure of success of a Filipino singer remained his or her ability to make it in the American 
market or perform in the colonial language. While Pilita Corrales has certainly done both, her 
music is remarkable in the sense that it has a wide variety. Her records include American ballads, 
Filipino folksongs, Spanish folk songs, and songs in the language of Cebu City where she grew 
up. Sung in comfortable range and with great artistry, Pilita Corrales has brought a higher level of 
acceptance and appreciation to what would otherwise be ordinary Filipino folk songs throughout 
more than fifty years of her singing career. 

From the mid-1950s to the early 1960s, MARECO, MICO, and ROS were the major recording 
companies. The heavy and vocally demanding kundiman was replaced by lighter love songs in 
the formula of sarsuwela songs. The more prolific composers include Mike Velarde, Constancio 
de Guzman, Josefino Cenizal, Juan Silos, Manuel Velez, Leopoldo Silos, Simplicio Suarez, 
Minggoy Lopez, Santiago Suarez, and Restie Umali. A favorite lyricist of these songwriters was 
Levi Celerio. They tried to revive the people’s love for kundiman and harana songs but the effort 
only lasted until the mid-60s. 

The airwaves and the television shows would be dominated by American songs and dance music 
like rock and roll and country music which appealed to a younger generation of Filipino popular 
artists and audiences. Filipino artists would liken themselves to famous American performers and 
be called the “Elvis Presley of the Philippines,” for example. Hotels and night clubs offering 
entertainment and patronized by the alta sociedad and foreign residents would have bands 
playing the latest jazz music, ballads and country songs from the USA. 



The arrival of Nora Aunor on the scene as a grand prize winner of Tawag ng Tanghalan in 1967 
would come as a big upheaval to the entertainment industry. Not only was her voice low, she was 
also brown and short which was a complete anti-thesis of the divas mestizas like Carmen Soriano, 
Sylvia la Torre, and Pilita Corrales. The success of Nora Aunor gave way for equally brown Eddie 
Peregrina to come out of bodabil theatre into mainstream television. 

 

 
From en.wikipedia.org From Carousell.ph 

Popular songs of the 60s were mostly ballads that were easy to sing with uncomplicated melodies 
and comfortable range or versions of the latest hits from the USA. Eddie Peregrina and Boy 
Mondragon would push the envelope by singing very high notes. But their records would not sell 
as much as those of alto Nora Aunor. Alpha Records Corporation took a chance on the budding 
singer from Bicol and produced many of her bestselling records. Alpha Records Corporation, a 
sole proprietorship of Buddy De Vera started operations in 1963 with an eye on the local market. 
At that time, record players, radios, and juke boxes were already common in many Filipino 
households. 

The push to write original Filipino melodies was driven by native pride but also economics. Waxing 
a local version of a foreign song would mean paying for the rights to do so. It was more economical 
to write a new song or record a folksong that at that time continued to appeal to local audiences. 
The most popular song of Nora Aunor would be a strophic ballad entitled Mother Song. 

In the 70s Rico J. Puno would be remembered well when he sang The 
Way We Were and incorporated a verse in Tagalog. The question of 
what is Filipino pop music continued to be debated to the point that 
the question whether pop music is Filipino became likewise 
contentious. Nevertheless, borrowing American popular music forms 
such as rock, jazz and pop ballad, Filipinos created Pinoy jazz, Pinoy 
rock, and Pinoy pop. 
From Who Sampled 



Pinoy Pop started as early as the 60s but it was in the 70s 
that it started to carry its own particular musical character 
which they called the Manila Sound. At the forefront of this 
development was the band, Hotdog. Formed by Dennis and 
Rene Garcia, the Hotdogs pop music with their many hit 
singles, including "Ikaw ang Miss Universe ng Buhay Ko," 
"Pers Lab," and "Bitin Sa Iyo," among others. The name 
"Manila sound" may have been derived from Hotdog's hit 
single “Manila” which has come to epitomize this genre. The 
song touched the heart of many migrant Filipinos and their 
families at that time. 

From Spot.ph 

 
Almost parallel to the success of the Hotdog 
was the rise of the APO or the Apolinario 
Hiking Society that produced songs with 
catchy melodic phrases in English and 
Tagalog sung by the trio of Danny Javier, 
Jim Paredes, and Buboy Garovillo. Aside 
from creating their own trademark sound as 
a band, the APO remarkable career 
spanned more than three decades 
producing hit after hit such as “American 
Junk" (covered by Kamikazee and Parokya 

From Pinoy Grooves Ni Edgar), "Anna" (covered by Top Suzara),  
"Awit ng Barkada" (covered by Itchyworms, now covered by Noel Cabangon), "Bakit ang Babae" 
(covered by Sandwich), "Banal Na Aso, Santong Kabayo" (original by Yano), "Batang-Bata Ka 
Pa" (covered by Sugarfree, now covered by Noel Cabangon). Many other songs of the APO have 
been covered by other artists and bands because of the innate beauty of the melodies and the fit 
of the words. The APO would become a major moving force of the OPM or the Original Pilipino 
Music branding, acronym of the Organisasyon ng Pilipinong Mang-aawit. 

In 1977, the Popular Music Foundation of the 
Philppines chaired by Dean Teodoro Valencia 
and presidential daughter Imee Marcos launched 
the Metro Manila Popular Music Festival which 
further boosted Pinoy Pop through a contest in 
both songwirting and performance. The festival 
launched many careers of singers like Dulce, 
Gary Granada, Lea Navarro, and songwriters 
such as Odette Quesada and Vehnee Saturno. 
Composer, singer, arranger Ryan Cayabyab 
became well-known when he won the competition 
with his banner song Kayganda ng Ating Musika. 

From CNN Philippines 



Individual singers also benefitted from the Pinoy Pop wave. In the 70s, the more major commercial 
pop music artists were Rico Puno, Basil Valdez, Celeste Legaspi, Hajji Alejandro, Claire de la 
Fuente,Rey Valera, Freddie Aguilar, Imelda Papin and Nonoy Zuniga. The VST singing group 
became well-known during the short dance craze in the 80s along with the male band Hagibis. 

Between the 1980s and the 1990s, OPM was 
led by artists such as Sharon Cuneta, Kuh 
Ledesma, Jose Mari Chan, Martin Nievera, 
Gary Valenciano, and Regine Velasquez. 

 
In the 1990s, well-known pop artists included 
April Boy Regino, The Company, Side A Band, 
Smokey Mountain, Jessa Zaragoza, Ariel Rivera, 
and the South Border. 

 

They were followed in the 2000s and the 2010s, 
by Sarah Geronimo, Angeline Quinto, Jonalyn 
Viray, Rachelle Ann Go, Christian Bautista, and 
Yeng Constantino. Many other individual singers 
and bands will follow in their footsteps. 

From Twitter.com 

 

From Gulf News From LionhearTV From One Music PH 

  
From Hyperleap From CloudApks From Jango 



Two other subsets of the pop music genre must be cited at this point. These include Pinoy folk 
and Pinoy rap. The most well-known proponents of Pinoy folk include the band Asin, Freddie 
Aguilar, Florante, and Heber Bartolome. Asin started in the late 70s with Mike Pillora Jr., Cesar 
Bañares Jr., and Lolita Carbon. The trio produced music that was different in character and distinct 
from the pop mainstream. Their songs conveyed a message that roused social, environmental, 
and political awareness among the listening public. Their greatest hit, “Masdan Mo Ang 
Kapaligiran” continues to be a battle cry for Mother Nature. 

Freddie Aguilar joined the first Metro Manila Popular Music Festival in 1978 with his song “Anak.” 
The song was folk in genre and strophic in form. The words were classic in the tradition of the 
prodigal son and a narrative of Aguilar’s own journey. Aguilar did not win but his song catapulted 
him to worldwide acclaim. Anak has since then been translated in 27 different foreign languages, 
released in 56 countries, and has sold 30 million copies. Aguilar would continue writing songs in 
this genre for more than a decade. 

Florante came in the wings of Freddie Aguilar. Self-effacing and simple, Florante was happy with 
moderate success. His music reflected his person. His more notable songs include Abakada, 
Kahit Konti, and the immortal Handog. 

Heber Bartolome founded the band Banyuhay in the late 70s which at that time was considered 
a protest band. One distinct feature of this band is the use of the kubing, an indigenous musical 
instrument. Their most popular hits include Nena and Tayo’y Mga Pinoy that talked about societal 
issues in lilting melodies. Noel Cabangon is the present-day artist who can be likened to Heber 
Bartolome. Cabangon’s most popular song is Kanlungan. 

 
The music of Joey Ayala in the new millennium is a combination 
of folk, rock, and indigenous music. His most popular work, 
“Magkaugnay” combines Filiino ethnic instruments and modern 
instruments such as the bass guitar, synthesizer/sequencer and 
drums in a chant-like song that is flavored with ethnic dance 
rhythms. 

 
From SoundCloud 

 
 
 
 

The beginning of Pinoy rap could be attributed to Francis 
Magalona. His “Mga Kababayan Ko” remains unbeatable and 
is considered classic Pinoy rap. On his heels followed Andrew 
E. Using the same genre, the two cannot be more different 
from each other. While Magalona talked about more lofty 
concerns such as nationalism and elections, Andrew E. was 
unapologetically happy to use rap in more irreverent matters. From GMA Network 



Rap music would be considered the conduit of hiphop in the Philippines. In the new millennium, 
Filipino hip-hop became very popular among young people. The more popular proponents include 
Michael V, Gloc-9, Apokalipsis, Gio 

Alvarez, Lyrical Assault, and Mastaplann. Since 2004, the Philippine Hip-Hop Music Awards has 
been held annually in Metro Manila. The popularity of music videos and TV channels like MTV 
and MYX have contributed to the growth of hiphop in the Philppines. It further gained impetus and 
status when one member of the popular and Grammy Award-winning Black-Eyed Peas turned 
out to be Filipino American Apl.deAp. 

 
From ABS-CBN News From	Facebook	

	

Pinoy rock would yield such luminaries as the Juan de la Cruz band led by Wally Gonzales, Joey 
“Pepe” Smith, Mike Hanopol and Sampaguita and gain popularity up to the end of the 70s 
producing hits such as Mike Hanopol’s Laki sa Layaw Jeproks, “Ang Himig Natin,” by the Juan de 
la Cruz band, and “Bonggahan” by Sampaguita. Of the three, Sampaguita would have a longer 
career lasting until the late 80s and producing a body of works that preserved her status as a rock 
artist. 

By mid-1980s, The Dawn, a rock band with lead vocalist Jett Pangan would catch the interest of 
the public and remain in the scene for at least ten years. The Dawn produced hits such as “Iisang 
Bangka” and their album “Enveloped Ideas.” 

 
After Image was a rock band formed in the late 80s with Wency Cornejo as lead singer 
who gave us hits like “Next in Line” and “Mangarap Ka.” More recently, the Eraserheads 
(with members Ely Buendia, Buddy Zabala, Marcus Adoro, and Raimund Marasigan) became 
one if not the most successful and critically acclaimed rock bands in the history of Pinoy rock. 
They produced such irreverent and controversial hits such as Pare Ko, Toyang, Alapaap, and 
Ang Huling El Bimbo and forever captured the imagination of young audiences. 



 
 

From AO 
 
 

Other bands would follow in the steps of the Eraserheads such as the Rivermaya and Cueshe 
and Parokya ni Edgar but the achievements of the Eraserheads continue to cast a shadow on 
their own moderate successes. At present, one artist worth mentioning is Bamboo Mañalac who 
has continued to pursue a solo career singing mellow rock. 

 
Of the three genres, Pinoy jazz had the least success in terms of making it in the mainstream or 
the airways. Jazz bands would be found in small pubs and joints and occasionally featured in jazz 
concerts. The University of the Philippines College of Music would offer jazz studies but the 
audience appeal remained tepid. Jazz music would continue to be almost an esoteric language 
spoken by an exclusive group made up of the likes of Bob Aves and Tots Tolentino. 

 
 
    
  Reflections on the Reading: 
 

1.  What were some of the factors that influenced the growth of the Philippine music industry?  
2.  What remains the most successful sub-genre of Filipino popular music?  
3.  What are the recurring themes in Philippine folk and pop music?  
4.  What is the value of traditional Filipino folk songs?  
5.  In your opinion, which song best represents what is Pinoy music? Why? 



PHILIPPINE CLASSICAL AND INDIGENOUS MUSIC 
 

The public educational system established by the United States of America continued to flourish 
after the Philippine liberation from the Japanese invasion. Music was included in the curriculum 
at the elementary and later at the high school levels. At the tertiary level, music conservatories 
and colleges were established. The earliest of such schools were St. Scholastica’s College (1906) 
and the University of the Philippines Conservatory of Music (1916). Other schools with strong 
music departments emerged at the University of Sto. Tomas (est.1611), Silliman 
University(est.1901), Centro Escolar University (est.1907), Colegio de Santa Isabel 
(est.1632,1982), St. Paul University Manila (est.1912) and the Philippine Women’s University 
(est.1919) 

The establishments of these institutions of learning created an opportunity for many Filipinos 
inclined to and endowed with the gifts in Music to pursue higher education. The graduates from 
these institutions included well-known composers and performers. Composers produced works 
utilizing the western idiom and forms: symphonies, chamber works, concertos, solo instrumental 
works, choral works, solo vocal works. The leading figures of the first generation of composers 
were Nicanor Abelardo (1893-1934) and Francisco Santiago (1889-1947), who elevated the 
kundiman from a folk ballad to an art song. They were followed by the triumvirate of Antonio 
Molina (1894-1980), Antonino Buenaventura (1904–1996), and Lucio D. San Pedro (1913– 
2002). These three would dominate Filipino the classical music scene for more than fifty years. 

 
 
 

 
From the National Commission for Culture and the Arts 

Antonio Molina was born to a musical family. His 
father founded the 22-piece Orquestra Molina. As a 
young man, he learned to play the violin, the different 
instruments of the rondalla, and the cello among 
others. He entered the University of the Philippines 
Conservatory of Music in 1919 and studied under 
Nicanor Abelardo. He obtained his teacher’s Diploma 
in 1923. 

Molina was a prolific composer who has 500 works attributed to him in chamber music, choral 
works, theatre, solo instruments, and voice. These include Lamentos de mi Patria (Laments of 
My Fatherland)   in   1913,   “Hatinggabi”,   his   most   famous   violin   piece   (1915)   and 
a sarswela entitled “Ana Maria“, done while he was still in school. His most important orchestral 
works are Misa Antoniana Grand Festival Mass (1964) and Ang Batingaw (1972). Among his 
chamber music compositions are Prelude and Romanz for cello and piano (1928) and Bontok 
Rhapsody. Some of his piano works are Malikmata (1939) and We Were Moonlight (1941). Many 
of his works are unpublished. He would concertize most of his creative life, conducting bands, 
orchestras, rondallas, and choirs. He also taught music in the University of the Philippines and 
the Centro Escolar University. Antonio Molina would be the first composer to be conferred the 
National Artis Award (June 12, 1972). 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From the National Commission for Culture and the Arts 

Antonino Buenaventura was also born of a musical 
family from Bulacan. His father, Lucino Buenaventura 
was a musician in the Spanish Artllery Band in 
Intramuros. Antonino, studied music in the U.P. 
Conservatory of Music and his composition and theory 
teacher was Nicanor Abelardo. 

He graduated with a Teacher’s Diploma in the Science of composition in 1932 and taught in the 
Conservatory. After the war, he rebuilt the Philippine Constabulary Band and directed and 
conducted it for 16 years. He also wrote numerous band music during this time. Among his more 
famous works are several marches such as the “Triumphal March,” “Echoes of the Past,” 
“History Fantasy,” Second Symphony in E-flat, “Echoes from the Philippines,” “Ode to 
Freedom.” His orchestral music compositions include Concert Overture, Prelude and Fugue in G 
Minor, Philippines Triumphant, Mindanao Sketches, Symphony in C Major, among others. In 
1961, he became the director of the UST Conservatory. In 1964 he was dean of the UE School 
of Music and Arts. The music of Buenaventura would be colored and flavored by his love of 
Philippine folk music. In 1935, he joined efforts with Francisca Reyes-Aquino to conduct research 
on folksongs and dances that led to its popularization. Buenaventura composed songs, 
compositions, for solo instruments as well as symphonic and orchestral works based on the 
folksongs of various Philippine ethnic groups. He was granted the National Artist Award in 1988. 

 
 

 
From the National Commission for Culture and the Arts 

Lucio D. San Pedro’s grandfather served as the 
church musician in the St. Clement’s Parish Church of 
Angono, Rizal playing organ, violin, and other band 
instruments. Music became second nature to the young 
Lucio. He would succeed his grandfather in the service 
of the church while he was still a teen-ager. By then, 
Lucio had already written songs, hymns, two complete 
masses for voice and orchestra. 

He studied composition under prominent local composers of his time but took further training in 
the Netherlands and studied harmony and orchestration at the Julliard School of Music in 1947. 
After his studies in Julliard, San Pedro came home fired up with the idea of composing music in 
the soul of his native land. He would produce songs and orchestral compositions that use the 
western system but filled with melodic motives that are rooted on the folk songs of the Philippines 
and inspired by the beauty and the culture of his beloved Angono, Rizal, a town by the Laguna 
Lake. He had the gift of melody that gave birth to songs and hymns that remain standard fare of 
choruses and singers around the country. Among his most famous compositions are choral 
compositions Sa Ugoy ng Duyan, Pista ng Bayan, and Sa Mahal Kong Bayan contained in his 
UPCC Concert Series; band and orchestral compositions Lahing Kayumanggi, Dance of the 



Fairies, Triumphal March, The Devil’s Bridge, Malakas at Maganda Overture, Hope and Ambition. 
He wrote several masses including the Sto.Nino Mass and the San Clemente Mass dedicated to 
the patron saint of Angono, Rizal. San Pedro’s career would extend to the 90s when he wrote 
such gems as the band music Jubilate and the oratorio The Redeemer. Like Molina and 
Buenaventura, he would teach in many schools such the U.P. College of Music, Santa Isabel 
College, Centro Escolar University, St. Paul University, the Ateneo de Manila University, among 
others. In May 1991, he was awarded the National Artist award and distinction of being called 
“the Creative Nationalist” in the mold of such nationalists as Chopin, Sibelius, Smetana, and 
Korsakov. 

Not in the same league but of a world-class calibre, 
Jose Maceda (1917-2014), is a pillar of Philippine 
music. Prof. Maceda studied piano with Victorina 
Lobregat at the Academy of Music in Manila, where he 
graduated in 935. He took further lessons in France and 
the USA and he concertized from 1935 to 1957 in the 
Philippines, the United States of America, and France 

From the National Commission for Culture and the Arts       in his uniquely French style of playing the piano. 

He studied anthropology at the University of Chicago and ethnomusicology at Indiana University 
in 1957–58 and the University of California at Los Angeles from 1961–1963, where he earned his 
PhD. This pushed him to a new career direction that he was to take for the rest of his life. Upon 
his return to the Philippines, at first he taught piano at the University of the Philippines but later 
on moved on to ethnomusicology and became the head of the Department of Musicology. 
Maceda’s research work in this field and those he conducted in other countries has earned him 
the respect of international college of peers. He is a recognized world expert and has given 
lectures throughout the world, including the Charles Seeger Lecture at the meeting of the Society 
for Ethnomusicology in Los Angeles in 1984 and a lecture as the International Arts Symposium 
Speaker at the National Academy of Arts in Seoul in 1994. 

 
He spoke at the Arts Summit in Indonesia in 1995, was the Rayson Huang Visiting Lecturer at the 
University of Hong Kong in 1999 and served as the Jean-MacDuff Vaux composer-in-residence 
at Mills College in 2000. He wrote the authoritative book Gongs and Bamboos: A Panorama of 
Philippine Music Instruments (1998, University of The Philippines Press) Aside from these, he 
bequeathed to Filipinos an archive of more than 2,500 hours of his field recordings in 51 language 
groups, complete with musical instruments, photographs, text transcriptions, and translations. His 
entire musical collections were inscribed in the UNESCO Memory of the World Register in 2007, 
as submitted by the U.P. Center for Ethnomusicology and nominated by the Philippine 
government. 

 
Maceda’s devotion to preserve the music of the native Filipinos spawned much interest in 
Philippine indigenous music among his peers and young composers, performing artists, and 
scholars who studied under him. He was awarded the National Artist Award in 1997. 



Filipina pianist, composer, and educator Lucrecia 
Roces Kasilag (San Fernando, La Union, 1918-2008) 
deserves special mention amongst the Filipino 
composers. Like most musicians, she grew up in a 
musical     household.     She     learned     to     play 
the bandurria and guitar at an early age, taught by her 
mother Asuncion Roces, a music teacher. 

 

From the National Commission for Culture and the Arts 

She was an exemplary student. She graduated as valedictorian at Paco Elementary School and 
the Philippine Women’s University (PWU) High School. She obtained Bachelor of Arts degree in 
English, at the PWU, cum laude. She also took a diploma course in music teaching at St. 
Scholastica’s College and later on enrolled for bachelor’s degree in music at PWU. Lucresia also 
pursued further education in music at the Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester in 
New York. 

Like all who have come before her, she also taught in many institutions of higher learning such 
as St. Scholastica’s College, Assumption College, the University of the Philippines Conservatory 
of Music, and PWU, where she became dean of the College of Music and Fine Arts from 1953 to 
1977. Her research in Philippine dance and collaboration with the Lucresia Urtula of the 
Bayanihan Dancers resulted in the preservation of Philippine dances and music. 

 
As a composer, Kasilag wrote in the western style but she used indigenous Filipino music motifs, 
such as the prize-winning “Toccata for Percussions and Winds, Divertissement and 
Concertante,” and the Filiasiana, Misang Pilipino, and De Profundis. 

 
She became president of the Cultural Center of the Philippines from 1976-1986 during the Marcos 
years and special consultant during the Aquino administration. “Tita King” as she was fondly 
called has earned the respect of artists, musicians, statesmen, and politicians as she steered 
Philippine art and music during the turbulent times of the Marcos dictatorship. In 1989, she was 
conferred the National Artist Award for Music. 

 
NEW MUSIC 

By the 1970s, young composers would chaffe under the shadows of Molina, Buenaventura, and 
San Pedro. Writing in the traditional western style and flavored by Filipino folk music, there 
seemed to be nothing more that new composers can add to the to the Creative Nationalism 
spawned by Molina, Buenaventura, and San Pedro. 

Elsewhere in the world and almost parallel in time, the world of classical music was being rocked 
by the emergence of avant garde (advance guard) music. This movement at first extended the 
bound of classical, romantic, impressionistic music from the size and make-up of the orchestra to 
the very idea of composition as an elaboration of ideas and motifs. Rebelling against conventions, 
composers started blazing their own paths and flaunting all the rules of what was then acceptable 
in music. Igor Stravinsky (Russia, 1882-1971) would cause a rampage when he and Diaghilev 
presented the ballet Rite of Spring using the biggest orchestra assembled. The music developed 



motifs in what was at that time considered “strange” way and emphasized rhythm more than 
melody or harmony. The rhythm was also written with such fluidity that it disregarded the bounds 
of measures and time signature leaving the listener both spellbound and discomfited. Richard 
Wagner (Germany, 1813-1883) was expounding on the tone poem and creating epic works that 
also exploded the orchestra such as he did in the Der Ring de Nibelungen. His tone poem Also 
Spracht Zarathustra first performed in 1896 could very well be the background music of modern- 
day Star Wars movies. Arnold Schoenberg (Austria, 1874-1951) would further rock the boat 
when he started experimenting and composing using what he called the 12-tone technique giving 
rise to what was called “serial music” or “atonal music.” Other composers would be fascinated 
with this radical movement and contribute to its development and refinement. These composers 
include Erik Satie (France, 1866-1925), Edgard Varese (France 1883-1965), Charles Edward 
Ives (USA 1874 –1954), Elliott Cook   Carter   Jr. (USA,   1908–2012) György   Sándor 
Ligeti (Hungary, 1923-2006) and Paul Hindemith (Germany 1895-1963) among others. 

 
In the Philippines, composers Francisco F. Feliciano (Morong, Rizal) and Ramon P. Santos 
(Pasig, Rizal) would gravitate towards this more modern movement. Both born in 1941, Feliciano 
and Santos would also both study and gain their degrees in composition at the University of the 
Philippines Conservatory of Music, graduating within a couple years of each other. Both would 
also pursue further studies in composition abroad. Upon their return to the Philippines, they 
brought with them considerable knowledge and experience in the new music. 
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Dr. Francisco F. Feliciano (1941 - 2014) created more 
than 30 major works that include operas and music 
dramas including La Loba Negra, Ashen Wings, Sikhay 
Sa Kabila ng Paalam (Beyond the Farewell), and the 
life of wartime Filipino hero, Jose Abad Santos. Among 
his large works are Transfiguration and Missa 
Mysterium for orchestra and large chorus, the ballet 

Yerma and several prize-winning compositions including Pokpok Alimpako, a favorite piece of 
choirs in international choral competitions, and Salimbayan. Umiinog, Walang Tinag (Perpetuum 
Immobile) was premiered in New York City at the ISCM Festival. 

 
Dr. Feliciano also composed hundreds of liturgical pieces, mass settings, hymns, and songs for 
worship. At the Asian Institute for Liturgy and Music, a school for church musicians he founded 
40 years ago, he supervised the publication of a new Asian hymnal containing mostly works of 
Asian composers. Many of his works are published worldwide in hymnals and worship books of 
various churches. In 1977, Dr. Feliciano was given a John D. Rockefeller III Award in Composition. 
He also became the resident conductor of the Philippine Philharmonic Orchestra. In 2014, he was 
awarded the prestigious National Artist Award. 

Antonio Hila would say of Feliciano, 
“Bringing out indigenous culture through music is evident in Feliciano’s opera La Loba 

Negra, in Ashen Wings, in the musical theater piece Sikhay sa Kabila ng Paalam, and in the ballet 
music of Yerma. 



“In these works, he brings out Filipino mysticism in simple harmonies that captivate and 
charm the listener. Disclosing ideas in their simplest state is a master stroke that has produced a 
haunting and lasting impact on audiences. 

“La Loba Negra, for instance, employs the pasyon in the introductory part. In one of its 
productions, it featured the pasyon singers from Feliciano’s hometown. The moving concluding 
chorus, ‘Sisikat ang Araw,’ utilizes the ever-popular kundiman ‘Bayan Ko.’” 
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Ramon Pagayon Santos, studied indigenous Philippine 
and Asian (Javanese music and dance, Chinese nan 
kuan music) and became more interested in open- 
ended structures of time and space, environmental 
works, non-conventional instruments, and the 
incorporation of natural forces in the execution of 
sound-creating tasks. 

He also composed in traditional style such as shown by his Panaghoy (1984), for reader, voices, 
gongs and bass drum, on the poetry of Benigno Aquino, Jr. He arranged Philippine folk songs in 
the madrigal style using strange harmonies and harmonic movement. However, his musical 
language and fidelity was more Asian and indigenous rather than western. He taught composition 
at the U.P. College of Music and later on became chairman of the Department of Theory and 
Composition. He subsequently became the Dean of the College of Music and used his influence 
to promote new music in the Philippines. He produced such faithful following from the likes of 
Jules Verne, Jonas Baes, Krista Sianson, and Arlene Chongson. Prof. Jose Maceda and his 
passion for Philippine indigenous music was a big influence to Ramon P. Santos and his 
composition students. It fueled the growth of this music style. 

Among his most notable works are: 
1. “Ding Ding Nga Diyawa,” which uses the timpani, agung, and kulintang. 
2. Daragang Magayon, a full-length ballet he first wrote in the 1990s and then revisited a 

few years ago for the rondalla. 

Daragang Magayon ballet with the music of Ramon P. Santos 



More than his music, the great passion and commitment Ramon P. Santos poured into the 
promotion of the search for the soul of Philippine contemporary music is the achievement of his 
lifetime. Of this, Antonio Hila wrote, 

 
“Santos spearheaded programs to promote new perspectives about Asian and Filipino life 

and culture by organizing international rondalla festivals and composers’ forum on traditional 
music. He rediscovered and showcased Philippine cultural traditions and, most of all, his 
compositions are ground-breaking, espousing Asianization of Philippine art through integration 
and use of mixed media, such as music, dance, theater, poetry, visuals, incorporating as well 
ideas about nature and the metaphysical universe. 

“On the whole, Santos succeeded in recreating Philippine traditional music in modern 
forms of expression.” 

 
In 2014, Ramon P. Santos was conferred the National Artist Award for his work in the field of 
music. 

 

From Phillippine Star 
 

It must be emphasized that Philippine classical music and Philippine contemporary music 
benefitted greatly from the patronage of the former First Lady Imelda Marcos. She was personally 
interested in the arts, being endowed with the voice and artistry of a soprano. Former president 
Ferdinand Marcos used the arts to anaesthesize Martial Law highlighting the cultural revolution 
as one of the benefits of the authoritarian regime. The Cultural Center of the Philippines became 
the home of the arts since it was erected in 1969. Scholarships and grants helped budding artists 
such as pianists Cecil Licad and Rowena Arrieta and ballet dancer Liza Macuja. Opera singers 
such as Noel Velasco (tenor), Evelyn Mandac (soprano), Fides Cuyugan-Asencio (soprano), Irma 
Potenciano (soprano) had flourishing careers a performers and teachers. Conductors Ramon 
Tapales and Oscar Yatco would bring honors to the Filipinos on world stage. 



The Philippine Madrigal Singers led by Andrea Ofilada-Veneracion would bloom and blossom in 
the local and international scene and cause a long choral revolution marked by the birth of such 
groups as the UP Concert Chorus, UP Saringhimig, the Philippine Singing Ambassadors among 
others. Reviving the madrigal, a renaissance style of chamber singing that emphasizes individual 
virtuosity, the Philippine Madrigal Singers single-handedly promoted choral singing in the 
Philippines by winning so many international accolades including the Olympics of choral singing, 
Guido D’Arezzo prize many times in its long history. In its many sorties around the world, the 
MADZ as the group is called, showcased the sound of a Filipino choir, Filipino folksongs arranged 
for choir by Filipino composers, new works of outstanding Filipino composers, and the brilliance 
of a Filipino choral director. The Philippine Madrigal Singers set the benchmark for every Filipino 
choir and created a faithful following of choral music enthusiasts up to this day. Twenty years ago, 
Mrs. Veneracion set into motion a succession plan that transferred the Philippine Madrigal Singers 
to the helm of Mark Carpio, pianist and tenor. Since then, the group has continued to soar to new 
heights with the establishment of the Madrigal Center in Quezon City. This serves as the home 
for the MADZ and a place where young aspiring singers and musicians can find training in choral 
singing, conducting, and musicianship. This is indeed an affirmation that what is good can be 
passed on and that success needs succession. 

 

From Flickr From www.philippinemadrigalsingers.com 
 
 
 
   Reflections on the Reading: 
 

1. What are some of the classical music forms that flourished from the time of the Philippine 
independence to the present? 

2. What were some of the factors that contributed to the growth of classical Filipino music? 
3. How can we compare and contrast the music of Molina-Buenaventura-San Pedro to the 

music of Feliciano and Santos? 
4. How did the Cultural Center of the Philippines help promote music and the arts? 



PHILIPPINE CONTEMPORARY MUSIC SCENE: CHALLENGES AND ISSUES 
 

The growth of the Philippine pop music industry has produced so many talented Filipinos in the 
field of pop singing. The advancement in technology also produced the karaoke and made almost 
every Filipino a singer. When Broadway came to the Philippines and boosted the career of Lea 
Salonga, almost every singing youngster dreamed of following in her footsteps, and many actually 
did. Filipinos started joining singing competitions all over the world and auditioning for roles in 
many productions. The world took notice of the gift of song that Filipinos seemed to be endowed 
with. 

On the other hand, classical music remained to be 
the fare for the Conservatory, for the modern-day 
illustrados confined to great halls and theatres far 
from the masses. Where pop concerts raked millions 
in shows and sponsorship, serious music needed 
funds constantly and had very limited airtime. In the 
60s, Fides Cuyugan-Asencio produced a television 
show featuring vocal music in the classical style. The 
show strived to bring classical vocal music to the 
mainstream audience. Her contemporary, Sylvia la 
Torre, became a famous comedic actress who 
would break into her cultured voice every now and 
then, sadly turning bel canto into a comic relief. 
Armida Siguon-Reyna would produce her own show 
in the 70s showcasing herself and other Filipino 
singers and the compositions of Juan Silos, Restie 
Umali, Mike Velarde among others. Despite strong 
political patronage and personal resources, the 
show would fold up after a few years. 

Fides Cuyugan-Asencio from Munting Nayon 

 
Tickets to performances at the Cultural Center of the Philippines would be distributed to music 
students to fill up the hall for a visiting artist while tickets for a visiting American pop artist would 
be sold twice the price at the black market. 

 
The disparity made life difficult for learned composers and musicians who turned to television 
shows or the film industry to survive. Willie Yusi, Danny Tan, Mel Villena, Loiue Ocampo who 
studied in prestigious music colleges would join the ranks of self-taught songwriters such as Rey 
Valera, Jose Mari Chan, Ogie Alcasid, Tito,Vic, and Joey, among others. 

 
Virtuosity in singing was still very much the benchmark and people admired singers who could 
scale the heights with their voices. These included Dulce, Dessa, Regine Velasquez, Angeline 
Quinto, Morisette Amon, to name a few. Since records started selling like pancakes, record 
companies scrambled to sign up talents, create a brand and following around them. Soon, 
virtuosity gave way to image. Some singers would bank on their beauty. Others would cater to 



the more “bakya” crowd singing melodramatic love songs about infidelity and broken hearts. 
Some would crash the scene with novelty songs like the most unlikely idol Yoyoy villame whose 
voice was as unremarkable as his looks but whose Philippine History song and Mag-Exercise 
Tayo Tuwing Umaga captured the interest of the listening public. 
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Weaving through all these events and making his way 
around was pianist Cipriano “Ryan” Cayabyab 
(Manila, b.1954). He was studying to become an 
engineer at the University of the Philippines but his 
talent in playing the piano, singing, and arranging 
brought him around the circle of the literati who would 
encourage him to pursue music as a profession. 

 

Formally educated in music but exposed and inclined to popular and jazz music, Ryan enjoyed 
the best of both worlds. One night he would be on television playing music with popstar divas. 
The next night he would be conducting his MISA awarded as the only Asian winner of the Onassis 
International Competition in Greece in 2001. He produced a one-of-a-kind album containing a 
capella compositions and arrangements in 6 to 8 voices which he all sang and recorded. ONE 
the album was a landmark in Philippine pop music and a milestone for Ryan. His Da Coconut Nut, 
made more popular by the Philippine Madrigal Singers has been sung by choirs all over the world, 
a testament to the universality of its appeal. His other works worthy of study are: 

• Rama-Hari (Two-act musical ballet, 1980) 
• Katy! The Musical (Two-act musical, 1988) 
• Smokey Mountain (Pop CD album, 1990) 
• Noli Me Tangere (Tele-sine musical, 1995) 
• Spoliarium (Three-act opera, 2003) 
• Ignacio Of Loyola (Film Score, 2016) 
• Larawan: The Musical (Full-length musical film, 2017) 
• Kay Ganda Ng Ating Musika 

 
In the pop genre, Ryan Cayabyab would churn out hit after hit such as Iduyan Mo, Nais Ko, 
Paraiso, Kahit Panaginip Lang, Tuwing Umuulan, Kailan. would teach music at the University of 
the Philippines for twenty years and run his self-named music studio devoted to the discovery and 
training of new talents. In 2018, he received the National Artist Award for Music. The career of 
Ryan Cayabyab shows the trajectory of Philippine music which is largely becoming oriented 
towards popular music. 

 
At present, it remains a struggle to fill up a large hall with an orchestra playing the works of the 
masters or Filipino composers but Filipino audiences would gladly line up for hours to watch a 
show by Lady Gaga or Sarah Geronimo or a local rock band. If you watch a weekly variety show, 
you are likely to hear the top 40 songs from abroad and the top 10 songs from the Philippines. 
Even the marching bands during town fiestas have succumbed to the trend playing an upbeat 
pop song rather than the standard band fare. Choral groups would arrange pop songs in madrigal 
style showing how pop tunes have literally become the old folksongs. 



 

The Philippine music industry aided by television, radio, CDs, technology and cyberspace 
continues to soar. Records can be produced, launched and marketed online. Independent 
producers are able to upload their productions and earn from views and advertisements. More 
recently, Ben and Ben made raves with is mellow pop or mellow rock music with singable tunes 
and subjects that are universal. This proves that Filipinos still prefer music that they can easily 
sing and melodies that they can remember. 

 
Advertisement, the fuel that drives the entertainment industry, loves large crowds and naturally 
leans heavily towards pop music and would only give token sponsorships to classical music. 
Education would also be a factor. There are very few music educators in the field. Sacrificing a 
career in performance to teach in the classroom is not easily done. But in the words of famous 
music educator and composer, Zoltan Kodaly, the music teacher is the most important person in 
the village. The growth or demise of a music culture lies in the able or mediocre hands of the 
music teacher in the village. Sadly, after Ryan Cayabyab, there are less than a handful of Filipino 
composers to carry the torch. 

 
 
   
  Reflections on the Reading: 
 

1.  Do you think there is value in defining and promoting Filipino music? Why? 
2.  How can we encourage the Filipino audience to patronize different kinds of music aside from 
the      usual commercial fare? 



 
  I. SUGGESTED LISTENING SELECTIONS for PHILIPPINE FOLK and POUPLAR SONGS 

1. Barong Tagalog by Ruben Tagalog https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ys8a_VWSu_E 
featuring the Mabuhay Singers 

2. Matud Nila sung by Pilita Corrales https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgM5NXAvnJs 

3. Mother Song sung by Nora Aunor https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sHedQ8laKw 

4. Laki sa Layaw Jeproks by Mike Hanopol https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4tAebSWEnQ4 

5. Ang Himig Natin by the Juan de la Cruz band https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wodOqkuNles 

6. Bonggahan by Sampaguita https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TCR8-jE3p8 

7. Ang Huling El Bimbo by the Eraserheads https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lajnSJZpI34 

8. Pers Lab by the Hotdog https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPJDqlAwIqE 

9. Salawikain by the APO https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-O611fnjiMA 

10. Kayganda ng Ating Musika by Ryan Caybyab https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRXa7DCeVOM 

11. Masdan Mo ang Kapaligiran by the Asin https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lW52w6bGEeA 

12. Anak by Freddie Aguilar https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibmh64itn1M 

13. Tayo’y Mga Pinoy by Banyuhay https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpspAqMW55A 

14. Kanlungan by Noel Cabangon https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5mmQ7fxJPY 

15. Magkaugnay by Joey Ayala https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZ4eKUJOhYk 

16. Mga Kababayan Ko by Francis Magalona https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRMBNOYLVXI 
	
	

  II. LISTENING ACTIVITY for PHILIPPINE CLASSICAL and INDIGENOUS MUSIC 
 

A. Directions: Listen to the following selections and be ready to answer the questions 
that follow: 

 
1. Malikmata by Antonio Molina performed by Lorenzo Medel 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7o_Mhb84BAY 
Question: 
If you were to place this piece in the timeline of western music history, what age would 
you place it? Why? 

 
2. Mindanao Sketches by Antonino Buenaventura performed by the Philippine Philharmonic 

Orchestra https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuvOYOK2jOQ 
Questions: 
Did the music capture the essence of Mindanao? What did you imagine of Mindanao as 
you were listening to the music? 



3. Toccata for Percussions and Wind by Lucresia Kasilag performed by the CCP 
Philharmonic Orchestra https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZId0e8W1Ac 
Questions: 
What is the strong element of this music? What is the Filipino element in the music? How 
would you compare this to Buenaventura’s Mindanao Sketches and San Pedro’s Lahing 
Kayumanggi? 

 
4. Lahing Kayumanggi by Lucio D. san Pedro performed by the Manila Symphony 

Orchestra Part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyWAQYRmfJI 
Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQKNKeH89QA 
Questions: 
What Filipino folksong can be heard in the composition? What work of a world-renowned 
composer is similar to this symphonic poem? 

 
5. Lullaby by Lucresia Kasilag performed by the Chamber Philharmonic Orchestra of South 

Bohemia https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaPlyJDdlqU 
Questions: 
How would you compare Lullaby to Toccata? Upon what Filipino song is Lullaby loosely 
based? 

 
6. Sa Mahal Kong Bayan by Lucio D. San Pedro sung by the UP Concert chorus under 

conductor Jai Sabas-Aracaima 
Part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niY5jTiud7c 
Questions: 
What elements of the music is distinctly Filipino? What do you think has this choral piece 
become a tour de force and a standard fare for Filipino choirs? 

 
7. Pokpok Alimpako by Francisco Feliciano performed by the National University of 

Singapore Choir (NUSChoir) conducted by Nelson Kwei 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ZsUUTPZf64 
Questions: 
What is the appeal of this music? What element of music makes this song hard to sing? 
Without knowing its words, what would you say is this song all about? 

 
8. Tuksuhan by Ramon P. Santos performed by the Coro Camara de Lisboa 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBhy-p69Quo 
Questions: 
Do you recognize the children’s songs contained in Tuksuhan? How did the composer 
treat his material differently? 

 
9. Du’a by Ramon P. Santos performed by the UP Symphony Orchestra conducted by 

Josefino Toledo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3ZKkqjPLkY 
Questions: 
How would you compare Tuksuhan to Dua? 



B. Directions: Watch the video and listen to Udlot-udlot by Jose Maceda 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FmxpUrk4pA . Answer the following questions. 

 

True or False: 
 
1. Du’a has no clear melody. 
2. Du’a uses common time signature. 
3. The strongest element of Du’a is harmony. 
4. This kind of music is easier to play. 
5. Du’a has a strong flavor of Kalinga music. 

 

       II.  SUGGESTED LISTENING ACTIVITY for LESSON 3 

A. Directions: Listen to the following selections. 

 
1. Tsismis by Ryan Cayabyab 
2. Limang Dipang Tao by Ryan Cayabyab sung by the Philippine Madrigal Singers 
3. Kyrie from MISA by Ryan Cayabyab 

 

B. Directions: After listening to the selections, answer the following questions. 
 

1. Do Tsismis and Limang Dipang Tao live up to their titles? What compositional devices 
d id Ryan Cayabyab use to convey the meaning of the songs? 

2. What do you think were the cultural inspirations of Ryan Cayabyab in writing the MISA? 
3. How would you compare MISA to Tsismis and Limang Dipang Tao? 

 
 WHAT ELSE CAN YOU DO? 
 

1. As a review, make a timeline of Philippine Music from the independence to the present. 
Show in the timeline the years in decades, the genres, and their proponents. 

 
2. Having watched how Prof. Jose Maceda create music based on daily rituals and life events 

and using the simplest available instruments, create your own “ritual music” Make sure 
that it is related to things that you do every day. Create your own special kind of notation 
using your own symbols. Teach members of your family how to read your “notation.” 
Practice the parts individually and practice performing them together. Send a picture of 
your musical score and a video recording of your music to your teacher for evaluation. 

 
3. Included in this module is a choral arrangement of Kundiman by Bonifacio Abdon written 

by Editha Fuentes. Collaborate online with a group of classmates. Study the parts. Assign 
dynamic marks and phrase marks where you think applicable. Conduct a virtual rehearsal 
or jam online using Zoom, FB live, or other platforms available to you. Secure the 
participation of an accompanist, guitar player or pianist. Write the chords for them to follow 
and improvise upon. Record your individual and ensemble performances using available 
music applications online. 
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